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SonoBat Utilities 
SonoBat Batch Attributers 

Your recorded data can become meaningless unless you know its source, when you recorded 
it, and other details about it such as the field conditions when recorded, i.e., the metadata of 
your data.  

You could add this information one file at a time using the SonoBat file attribute editor and 
filename changing option. Instead, you can name and embed metadata to all the files from a 
single recording session in just one operation using one of the SonoBat batch attributer utilities. 
This embedded metadata will display when you view your files in SonoBat.  

The metadata content and format remain your choice. Most users include a site name and 
recording date and time in the filename. Because filenames can get changed outside of 
SonoBat, Shivva the sonobat recommends including redundant recording date and site name 
information in the metadata note.  

A description follows for each of the batch attributers provided with SonoBat. 

SonoBat Batch Attributer: Use with recordings that do NOT have timestamps 

Use this utility to process a batch of wav 
or wavpack recordings1 that do not have 
correlated recording times with the files, 
e.g., files recorded on a mp3 digital 
recorder without a clock, and then later 
converted to wav format. Such files will 
have creation dates from the time of the 
file conversion rather than their time of 
recording. Files recorded in this way will 
usually have consecutive numbering in 
the order of recording, and this Attributer 
will preserve that numeric order.  

This utility will name and embed SonoBat 
metadata in files of a selected directory. 
It will name the files in alphanumeric 
order using the filename start that you 
specify followed by a number: 001, 002, 

and so on. For example, if you recorded at Bat Spring on 4 July 2011, you might enter "Bat 
Spring-04Jul11" in the filename start field. The Attributer will create new files from the originals 
as follows: 

AUDIO001.wav ⇒  Bat Spring-04Jul11-001.wav 
AUDIO002.wav ⇒  Bat Spring-04Jul11-001.wav 
AUDIO003.wav ⇒  Bat Spring-04Jul11-001.wav and so on,  

All the files processed will have the metadata note and sampling format information embedded 
in the files. This information will display when any of the files are opened and viewed in 
SonoBat (or a text editor). The Batch Attributer creates the new files in the same directory as 

                                     
1 This Attributer only accepts and processes wav or wavpack files. If you record your field data in a 

different format than wav or wavpack, you must first convert the files to wav format to use this 
Attributer.  
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the original files, but does not delete the original files. You may choose to delete them if 
satisfied with the new attributed files. 

Note that full batch processing with this Attributer will delete any changes you may have 
already made to the filenames. For example, if you had peeked at the original files and 
changed a filename to “AUDIO002-Laci.wav” that change will not appear in the new file name. 
So, wait to view and process your files after running them through the Batch Attributer. 
However, if desired you may enable the keep original filenames? option to preserve the 
original filenames while still adding a metadata note to your batch of files. 

This Attributer also has an option to scrub your files, i.e., find and move non-bat noise files to a 
scrubbed files folder. Because scrubbing takes longer than simply attributing your files, when 
you have multiple batches to scrub, Shivva suggests waiting to scrub all of your batches 
together in a single job that you can specify using a different utility, the SonoBat Batch 
Scrubber. 

SonoBat Dated Batch Attributer: Use with recordings that DO have separate 
call files and timestamps 

Use this utility to name and embed 
metadata in a batch of wav files recorded 
on a device with an internal clock that 
triggered and saved bat pass events as 
separate files and that tagged these files 
with a creation date, e.g., as when 
recording from a Pettersson D240x to a 
Samson Zoom H2 recorder2. The Dated 
Batch Attributer will read the creation 
date of the parsed files from the original 
media3 and use that to append a date and 
time to the filename start that you specify, 
e.g., a site name. The recording device 
must have its clock properly set to 
generate files with correct date and times. 
If a stereo file, you must specify the 
channel to read as the attributer will only 
output mono files to save storage capacity. 

(E.g., Samson Zoom H2 recorders create stereo files, even though the time expanded audio 
data from a D240x only occupies the right channel.)  

For simplicity, read the files directly off the recorder media and save the attributed files to your 
hard drive or other storage media. From there, with the Attributer panel open, just drag and 
drop the directory where you saved your recorded files into the directory to batch process 
path at the top of the panel (yellow field). Create a receiving folder on your drive where you 
would like the attributed files to go (perhaps called “Site name-Recording date”), and then drag 

                                     
2 Instructions here: http://www.sonobat.com/SamsonZoomAutorecording.html 
 
3 Warning! Only use with files written to media at different times! Read files directly from the media used during your 

recording session. Do not use with converted files written to your hard drive, or attempt to Date Batch Attributize after 
first transferring files to your hard drive from your recording media. Transferred files will have many similar creation 
dates, and the Dated Batch Attributer will write over those files and you could lose some files. Use the SonoBat 
Batch Attributer for those files. Use the Dated Batch Attributer for files created from recording devices such as a 
Samson Zoom H2 that generate files at different times with unique creation dates.  
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and drop that directory into the output folder path (light blue field). If you do not specify an 
output directory the Attributer will default to the source file directory. 

The Dated Batch Attributer will generate new files having date and time-stamped filenames 
and the metadata that you specify. It will name the files by appending one of two user-selected 
date-time formats to a specified filename start: YYYYMMDD_hhmmss or DDMonYY-
hh,mm,ss. For example, 20110716_010827 or 16Jul11-01,08,27 for 01:08:27 on July 16, 2011. 
The YYYYMMDD_hhmmss date-time format provides time-sequential sorting by alpha-sorting 
of the filenames. For example, if you recorded at Bat Spring on 4 July 2011, you might enter 
"Bat Spring” as your filename start, and the Dated Batch Attributer would create files like

Bat Spring-20110704_203245.wav 
Bat Spring-20110704_203712.wav 
Bat Spring-20110704_203851.wav    
or,  

 

Bat Spring-04Jul11-20,32,45.wav 
Bat Spring-04Jul11-20,37,12.wav 
Bat Spring-04Jul11-20,38,51.wav,    and so 
on.   
 

All the files processed will have the metadata and sampling format information embedded in 
the wav file headers. This information will display when opened and viewed in SonoBat. The 
Dated Batch Attributer creates the new files in the receiving directory that you specify (or 
defaults to the same as the source files), but does not delete the original files. You choose to 
delete them if satisfied with the new attributed files. 

The Dated Batch Attributer also has an option to scrub your files, i.e., find and move non-bat 
noise files to a scrubbed-files folder. Because scrubbing takes longer than simply attributing 
your files, when you have multiple batches to scrub, Shivva suggests waiting to scrub all of 
your batches together in a single job that you can set up using the SonoBat Batch Scrubber. 

SonoBat D500x File Attributer: Use with files recorded on the Pettersson D500x 

Use this utility to attribute a batch of wav 
files recorded on a Pettersson D500x bat 
detector. The D500x File Attributer will 
read the creation date of the recorded 
files from the original media4 and use that 
to append a date and time to the 
filename start that you specify, e.g., a 
site name. The D500x must have its clock 
properly set to generate files with correct 
date and times.   

For simplicity, just read the files directly 
from the recorder media and save the 
attributed files to your hard drive or other 
storage media. Just drag and drop the 
directory with the recorded files onto the 
directory path at the top of the Attributer 
panel (yellow). Create a receiving folder 

where you would like to have the attributed files stored (perhaps called “Site name-Recording 
date”) and then drag and drop that directory into the output folder path (light blue). If you do not 
specify an output directory the Attributer will default to the source file directory. 

                                     
4 The D500x File Attributer reads the creation date and time from information that the D500x embeds in the source files. 

This means that even if you first transfer the D500x source files to another location, the D500x File Attributer can still 
access the creation date and time information to appropriately time and date stamp the attributed files.  
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The D500x File Attributer will generate new files having date and time-stamped filenames and 
the metadata that you specify. It will name the files by appending one of two user-selected 
date-time formats to a specified filename start: YYYYMMDD_hhmmss or DDMonYY-
hh,mm,ss. For example, 20110716_010827 or 16Jul11-01,08,27 for 01:08:27 on July 16, 2011. 
The YYYYMMDD_hhmmss date-time format provides time-sequential sorting by alpha-sorting 
of the filenames. For example, if you recorded at Bat Spring on 4 July 2011, you might enter 
"Bat Spring” as your filename start, and the Dated Batch Attributer would create files like

Bat Spring-20110704_203245.wav 
Bat Spring-20110704_203712.wav 
Bat Spring-20110704_203851.wav    
or,  

Bat Spring-04Jul11-20,32,45.wav 
Bat Spring-04Jul11-20,37,12.wav 
Bat Spring-04Jul11-20,38,51.wav,    and so 
on.   

All the files processed will have the metadata note and sampling format information embedded 
in the wav file headers. This information will display when opened and viewed in SonoBat. The 
D500x File Attributer creates the new files in the receiving directory that you specify (or 
defaults to the same as the source files), but does not delete the original files. You choose to 
delete them if satisfied with the new attributed files. 

The D500x File Attributer also has an option to scrub your files, i.e., find and move non-bat 
noise files to a scrubbed files folder. Because scrubbing takes longer than simply attributing 
your files, when you have multiple batches to scrub, Shivva suggests waiting to scrub all of 
your batches together in a single job that you can run using the SonoBat Batch Scrubber. 

SonoBat SM2 Batch Attributer:         
Use with files recorded on Wildlife Acoustics SM2 and EM3 detectors 

Use this utility to attribute a batch of 
wav files recorded on Wildlife 
Acoustics SM2 and EM3 bat detectors. 
The SM2 Batch Attributer will embed 
metadata notes and apply Wildlife 
Acoustics filter compensation to 
recordings made using SMX-US 
microphones.  

This utility operates on wav files, and 
is intended to process wav files 
recorded with SM2 or EM3 units 
operating in direct to wav mode. For 
files recorded in WAC format, use the 
wac2wav converter and select the 
appropriate filter (SMX-UT for SMX-
US microphone recordings) and select 
the SonoBat note to embed.  

Recordings made with Wildlife Acoustics SM2 and EM3 detectors using SMX-UT microphones 
have subtle frequency response adjustments that optimize their faithful representation of 
ultrasound recordings. Recordings from SMX-US microphones provide raw, unadjusted data. If 
recorded in WAC format, use the wac2wav converter and select the SMX-UT filter option for 
SMX-US microphone recordings.  

Recordings from SM2 detectors with SMX-US microphones* operating in triggered wav mode 
will also provide raw, unadjusted data. For these files, enable the SMX-UT button to apply the 
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frequency adjustment during the batch attributing process. 

However, you can still run your wav files through this utility to add a metadata note after 
wac2wav processing if you did not add the metadata tag during that process. For simplicity, just 
read the files directly from the recorder media and save the attributed files to your hard drive or 
other storage media. Just drag and drop the directory with the recorded files onto the directory 
path at the top of the SM2 Batch Attributer panel.  

For more detailed guidance for using SM2 and EM3 detectors, download 
http://www.sonobat.com/download/SM2_guidance_with_SonoBat_Jun2012.pdf 

* Disable SMX compensation if using SMX-U1 microphones or SM3 detectors 
The SM2 compensation attempted to tease out some details buried in the noise floor 
inherent in the previous SMX-US and SMX-UT microphones, but could only do so 
much as in many cases the audio information just go lost in the noise. The SMX-U1 
do not suffer from the same inherent noise and require no such compensatory steps 
to extract the signal information content. 
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SonoBat Batch Scrubber: Use to eliminate noise files 
The Batch Scrubber will 
scan through a batch of 
files5,6, (or a batch of 
batches-of-files) to 
recognize files lacking bat 
calls, such as files triggered 
by noise, and move them 
into a folder(s) named 
Scrubbed Files in the same 
directory as the original files. 
The Batch Scrubber 
search logic seeks non-
transient signals having a 
smooth, tonal trend in 
frequency like that of bat 
calls, and rejects short 
duration signals like noise 
spikes or rain drops that can 
trigger detectors, and reject 
noise signals that tend to 
bounce around in frequency. 

Removing obvious non-bat files by scrubbing will reduce the workload and processing time 
needed both for manual inspection and file processing, and for SonoBatch runs.  

The Batch Scrubber offers three levels of scrubbing sensitivity: high grade, which accepts 
only files with strong, clear calls and rejects more noise, but also rejects some weaker, mostly 
poor quality call-sequence recordings; medium, which accepts all but poor quality calls while 
accepting some noise with tonal content; and tolerant, which accepts files with shorter, weaker 
calls, but allows the most noise to pass through. The medium setting works well for most 
purposes, including preparing file batches for SonoBatching. Use the high grade setting for 
eliminating all but those files with the potential to generate highly confident species 
discrimination. Use the tolerant setting to retain all but the weakest (and probably unusable) 
bat signals, for example to tally as many recognizable bat passes as possible.  

To prepare a Batch Scrubber job, navigate to, or drag and drop, the directories of files you 
wish to scrub. Batch Scrubber will go one directory level deep to fill out its batch job. That is, 
you can populate a batch job by dropping a folder of folders of files to scrub. Then go away, 
letting the Sono-Elves do the work for you. You can check on their work with a progress bar on 
the Scrubber panel, and an estimated remaining-time display.  

  

                                     
5 As with the main SonoBat program and other SonoBat utilities, this utility expects users will only feed it short files of 
the type collected from bat detectors. Long, (more than one minute) continuous files will choke the scrubber algorithm 
and provide poor performance.   
6 The Batch Scrubber will automatically exclude from processing folders named Scrubbed Files or Deleted Files. 
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SonoBat AutoRecorder 

 

Use the AutoRecorder to turn a computer into a voice-activated recorder to automatically 
record, name, and save wav files with SonoBat file attributes. This facilitates manual field 
recording with an autotriggering time expansion detector such as a Pettersson D240x. You can 
also use the AutoRecorder to facilitate recording of manually-triggered events from a time 
expansion detector. Because the AutoRecorder uses the computer’s sound card that can only 
sample audible sound, you can only record time expanded sound data in this way. Files 
emerge from the AutoRecorder fully attributed with the filename start, notes, and settings you 
specify with date and time-stamped filenames based on the computer’s clock.  

You can use the AutoRecorder for live recordings, or to parse sequences into files from 
analog tape playback of a recording session. (To parse recorded sequences from a digital 
playback, use the SonoBat AutoParser.) Use the AutoRecorder: 

• With a direct connection from your computer to an autotriggering time 
expansion detector (e.g., Pettersson D240x) to automatically collect call 
sequences. When used in this way, you can set the AutoRecorder to 
append a date and time stamp to a filename that you specify. 

• To automatically download a tape of auto-recorded call sequences and parse 
them into SonoBat wav files. This eliminates the onerous task of manually 
editing starting and stopping the recorder playback to parse the triggered 
events into separate files. 

The AutoRecorder will name files in one of two user-selectable file-naming schemes. When 
directly attaching an autotriggering time expansion detector to the computer, you may prefer 
the date and time appended to the file name. For example, if autorecording calls at Bat Spring 
on 4 July 2011, you might enter "Bat Spring" in the filename start text box. The files will then 
appear named as 

Bat Spring-04Jul11-1900,00.wav 
Bat Spring-04Jul11-1901,12.wav 
Bat Spring-04Jul11-1901,49.wav, and so on.  
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For downloading a series of recordings from a tape, the time-stamping option would render 
timestamps discordant with the actual recorded events. That is, the AutoRecorder time 
stamps would not reflect the times when you collected the call sequences, but rather the times 
when you downloaded them to your computer. Instead, select the append file number option to 
name the parsed files in their order of occurrence. For example, if a tape was collected at Bat 
Spring on 4 July 2011, you might enter "Bat Spring-4Jul11" in the "filename start" text box. The 
files will then appear named as 

Bat Spring-04Jul11-T1.wav 
Bat Spring-04Jul11-T2.wav 
Bat Spring-04Jul11-T3.wav, and so on. 

The AutoRecorder depends upon a quiescent signal level between bat events (i.e., bat 
passes) to recognize and edit out the passes as separate files. An autotriggering time 
expansion detector like the Pettersson D240x only delivers a signal when triggered, with no 
signal between triggered events. This provides the signal level contrast necessary to recognize 
and parse out these events. Adjust the autotriggering threshold setting so that it remains 
above the signal level between the call sequences that you desire to record, but still low 
enough that the signal level remains constantly above the threshold during the entirety of the 
sequence that you want to capture. Setting the autotrigger threshold setting too high will 
result in triggering and writing individual calls as individual files rather than the entire 
sequences.  

Note: The AutoRecorder can not parse bat pass sequences from a continuous 
recording because they have a back ground signal level between calls equal to the 
background signal level between passes7.  

Tip: For an autotriggering detector, you may find it easiest to calibrate the 
autotriggering threshold setting with the detector temporarily set to manual trigger 
and start and stop playback from the detector to compare quiescent signal level with 
playback baseline level. Once set, the AutoRecorder writes the autotriggering 
threshold setting to a preference file to automatically reset to that level the next 
time you launch the AutoRecorder.  
Additional user advice: The Pettersson D240x outputs a heterodyne signal on the left 
channel and the time expansion signal on the right channel. The unit outputs the 
heterodyne signal continuously (for monitoring passes as clicks), but only outputs the 
time expansion signal on the right channel intermittently in the autorecording mode when 
downloading triggered events. Recognizing triggered events to parse as files depends 
upon monitoring the time expansion channel only as the signal level from the heterodyne 
channel will subvert the parsing process. Refer to the SonoBat User's Guide for the 
right cable arrangements to eliminate the heterodyne channel.  

You must set the gain setting for each computer’s sound card to properly match the 
signal output from the detector used. Refer to the SonoBat User's Guide for guidance.  

An autotriggering threshold setting that is set too low will continuously read the file in 
preparation for writing a parsed file to disk, without a break, filling your RAM to capacity 
and potentially causing the AutoRecorder to hang.  

                                     
7 If you must parse bat pass sequences from a continuous recording, you can still manually parse them out 

although it will be a bigger chore. The data is there, albeit with extra noise. Prepare the recording as a single wav 
file, then open in a sound-editing application like QuickTime Pro or Acoustica that lets you view (and listen to) the 
waveform. Edit out the snippets to save as individual events.  
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 SonoBat AutoParser 

Use the AutoParser to scan through a previously recorded continuous digital file8 from an 
autotriggering time expansion detector (e.g., Pettersson D240x in autotrigger mode) to parse the 
triggered events into individual files. The AutoParser works in the same way as the AutoRecorder 
to detect and save files, but unlike the AutoRecorder that works in real time, the AutoParser 
works to post-process a single continuous file with interspersed triggered events. Use this with a 
digital recorder that does not automatically start and stop recordings (e.g., voice activation). The 
AutoParser will scan through the digital file at high speed to parse the events into separate files 
with a filename start and embed SonoBat metadata that you specify. If you specify the start time 
of the recording session, the AutoParser will date and time stamp the filenames based on their 
occurrence in the source file. Files emerge from the AutoParser fully attributed. 

The AutoParser will name files based on their occurrence in the source file relative to the start 
time you specify, appended to the specified filename start. For example, if you specified a 
filename start of “Bat Spring” and a start time of 6:53 PM 4 July 2011, the files will then 
appear named such as 

Bat Spring-04Jul11-1900,00.wav 
Bat Spring-04Jul11-1901,12.wav 
Bat Spring-04Jul11-1901,49.wav, and so on.  

Like the AutoRecorder, the AutoParser depends upon a quiescent signal level between bat 
events, i.e., bat passes, to recognize and edit out the passes as separate files. An 

                                     
8 The recording sampling rate limits upper frequency response that a recorder can capture (half the frequency rate). For 

example, many digital voice recorders sample at 11 kHz, and thus only resolve frequencies up to 5.5 kHz, i.e., 55 kHz 
for 10x time expanded sound. Use a digital recorder with sufficiently high sampling rate, e.g., 160 kbps for mp3, 32 or 
44.1 kHz (CD quality) for wav format.  
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autotriggering time expansion detector like the Pettersson D240x only delivers a signal when 
triggered, and no signal between triggered events. This provides the signal-level contrast 
necessary to recognize and parse out these events. Adjust the autotriggering threshold 
setting so that it remains above the signal level between the call sequences that you desire to 
record, but still low enough that the signal level remains constantly above the threshold during 
the entirety of the sequence that you want to capture. Setting the autotrigger threshold 
setting too high will result in triggering and writing individual calls as individual files rather than 
the entire sequences.  

Note: The AutoParser can not parse bat pass sequences from a continuous, 
nontriggered recording because such a recording will have a background signal level 
between calls equal to the background signal level between passes9.  

Tip: For an autotriggering detector, you may find it easiest to calibrate the 
autotriggering threshold setting with the detector temporarily set to manual trigger 
and start and stop some to generate a calibration file from the detector to compare 
quiescent signal level with playback baseline level. Once set, the AutoParser writes 
the autotriggering threshold setting to a preference file to automatically reset to 
that level the next time you launch the AutoParser.  
Additional user advice: The Pettersson D240x outputs a heterodyne signal on the left 
channel and the time expansion signal on the right channel. The unit outputs the 
heterodyne signal continuously (for monitoring passes as clicks), but only outputs the 
time expansion signal on the right channel intermittently in the autorecording mode when 
downloading triggered events. Recognizing triggered events to parse as files depends 
upon monitoring the time expansion channel only, as the signal level from the 
heterodyne channel will subvert the parsing process. Refer to the SonoBat User's 
Guide for the right cable arrangement to eliminate the heterodyne channel.  

An autotriggering threshold setting that is too low will continuously read the file in 
preparation for writing a parsed file to disk, without a break, filling your RAM to capacity 
and potentially causing the AutoParser to hang.  

  

                                     
9 If you must parse bat pass sequences from a continuous recording, you can still manually parse them out 

although it will be a bigger chore. The data is there, albeit with extra noise. Prepare the recording as a single wav 
file, then open in a sound editing application like QuickTime Pro or Acoustica that lets you view (and listen to) the 
waveform. Edit out the snippets to save as individual events.  
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SonoBat RefCompiler 

The RefCompiler enhances SonoBat’s capability to compare reference views to a sequence or 
call already displayed. With this utility you can combine existing reference views of calls into 
compiled views, e.g., to display a species’ call repertoire at a glance. Or, you could perhaps 
assemble compilations of different species’ calls. SonoBat saves compiled reference views in a 
special format so that when opened as an appended view, SonoBat can optimize the display of 
each call in the compilation.  

When you launch the RefCompiler, navigate to a directory of reference views (saved standard 
views), and select individual reference views. Use the cursors to trim and frame each call to 
optimize display real-estate. You can accept or reject each call before moving on to another. 
Once you have selected a draft compilation of calls, you can add an accompanying note, delete 
selected calls, and reorder the compilation as you like before saving it.  
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SonoBat Batch Summarizer 

 

About 
With SonoBat v3.2.2 forward, in addition to a file by file result SonoBatch output sheet, a 
classification SonoBatch run will output a tab-delimited spreadsheet summary and a sheet of site 
by site and night by night results. The SonoBat Summarizer utility enables calculation of summary 
results processed from a previously output results spreadsheet.  

Although SonoBat outputs a summary sheet with MLE calculations with a SonoBatch, 
the best results follow vetting of processed data. Processing an edited SonoBatch sheet 
with the Summarizer will calculate new MLEs for presence based on the vetted data.  

The Summarizer will accepts species result names without case sensitivity as some users prefer 
to represent manual decisions. For example, a SonoBatch output sheet would list big brown bat as 
“Epfu” and you may enter “EPFU” in the species decision cell to indicate your manual decision. 

This utility will generate two summary sheets with the phrases "BatchSummary" and 
"NightlySummary" in their file names.  

Likelihood calculation 
SonoBat will calculate an estimated likelihood of presence for each species known to the classifier 
based on the number of classified species and their known overlap and ambiguity of classification. 
The likelihood estimate provides a probabilistic estimate and does not convey certainty. Species 
MLE calculations reported for null hypothesis of absence, i.e., 0 infers probability of presence, 1 
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infers probability of absence.  Please refer to the SonoBat Classification Notes documents for your 
region for additional information and interpretation of bat acoustic data.  

 In some cases manual vetting of recordings by knowledgeable users may enable species 
presence confirmation from single files having distinctive characteristics, despite a low calculated 
likelihood. Large data sets will numerically favor a probabilistic outcome of likelihood for some 
undeserving species. The probabilistic calculation performs best with single night, single site data 
sets. 

By night and by site 
This Summarizer utility will also sort and output MLEs and counts by night and by site. This utility 
will sort data by nights defined as beginning at noon of one day, and end at noon of the next, i.e., it 
calculates passes per night.  

This utility only works for data with filenames using  

Sitename_YYYYMMDD_hhmmss 

 date and time format for year 2000 forward.  

To properly recognize different sites, the filenames must have consistent site names that precede 
the YYYYMMDD_hhmmss date and time formats in the file names. 

Instructions 
You must input a previous sheet or sheets in tab-delimited text format as originally created by a  
SonoBatch run. If you later converted your sheets to Excel or another format, just save a copy of 
the sheet in tab-delimited txt format, with the sheet alpha-sorted by filename (as per the original 
SonoBatch sheet), and including the phrase "SonoBatch" in the file name, and with the file 
extension ".txt."   

To properly interpret the data, the sheets must have a single header row with the original 
SonoBatch header names for the HiF, LoF, and Spp columns.   

This utility only works for data with filenames using SiteName_YYYYMMDD_hhmmss format for 
year 2000 forward. To properly recognize different sites, the filenames must have consistent site 
names that precede the YYYYMMDD_hhmmss date and time formats in the file names. 

 


